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Dear Friends,

I hope that you are keeping well as we draw close to Christmas and look

forward, hopefully, to a lock down free and more normal year next year.

The front cover photo shows the latest Trojan powered form of transport

to be donated to the Trust. It is a 1950’s Granta folding sailing canoe. As

has been mentioned in previous news sheets, Trojan manufactured the

Peter Pan motor specifically for Granta Boats. The motor was what is

known as a sideboard motor, rather than an outboard. This is because it

was clipped rigidly to the canoe with a 3 foot prop shaft going down one

side of the canoe at a shallow angle. The propeller was then attached

directly to the end of the shaft at 90 degrees. You then steered the canoe

with a separate rudder. The Trust already has three of these Peter Pan

motors and we also already have a huge three seater Granta folding

sailing canoe. But we were very pleased to receive this smaller one seater

canoe, as with the two canoes we will one day be able to produce a really

good display for the motors. The Peter Pan motor was based on the

standard 49cc Mini-Motor but with special fittings and an oval section

fuel tank. Both canoes will need repair, but they are both complete and

the repair work is relatively simple with their wooden frames and canvas

covers. It is rather amazing that both our canoes are full sailing models,

as these were quite rare compared to the standard paddle only canoes.

We are now looking for period camping gear to go with the canoes for

eventual display, if any one can help?



We’ve had a few changes and additions to the people who are directly

helping to keep the Trust running. Firstly we have gained an extra trustee,

Jules Herklots joins our trustee team and brings a lot of experience that

will be particularly useful to the Trust once we move onto the actual

museum stage. So a warm welcome to Jules.

Sadly, just before the first lock down, Bill Carter, who had built and run

our website for many years, died from cancer. He was such a great help

over many years. This left our website just ticking over with no new

additions for quite some time. Thankfully my son Ben Hambleton has

volunteered to take over this role. At 15 he is of course a whizz on

computers and is in the process of building a new site for us from scratch.

The site is up and running but still has a few sections needing completing

and also needs to be made phone friendly. He hopes to have all of this

finished early in the new year, do take a look if you have a chance.

We are also receiving accounts advice and help from a friend of the Trust

who is a qualified accountant, this help will prove invaluable as we move

forward.

A screen shot from the new website.

This could change as the site is finished.
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Thanks to Tony  Etheridge for Sending in this Advert



As you will all know Brooke Bond Tea used a large fleet of Trojan vans

for delivering tea to the shops from the 1920’s right through to the late

50’s. Only dropping Trojan’s when Trojan introduced its larger forward

control vans in 1959. Brooke Bond found that these were too large for

what they wanted.

What you might not know was just how much Brooke Bond used the now

well recognised red Trojan delivery vans in their advertising campaigns.

Before the war this use was fairly limited with just the occasional advert

featuring a Trojan van, but after the war, as they started to use colour in

their adverts, the familiarity of the Little Red Vans became a useful

selling tool for their tea.

The vans appeared firstly at the bottom of adverts in a series of numbered

adverts showing how the tea made its way from the tea plantation to the

shops. Then Brooke Bond commissioned a series of adverts called

‘Round and About with the Little Red Vans’. Each advert consisted of an

original painting of a location, mainly in Great Britain but also a few



from around the world. With each painting containing a red Trojan van.

The advert then had a short paragraph about the location and of course a

piece about their tea. Many locations were included in this series, though

for some reason some locations were used more often than others, for

example the one based on Windermere seems to have hardly been used.

The Trust has quite a collection of these original adverts from 50’s

magazines and journals, but we have recently had donated to our archive

the original water colour painting for the advert based on Chester.



Chester Advert as it

Appeared in the

Magazines.

Original Artwork

Below, Showing

Slightly More of

the Scene.



Brooke Bond also used the Little Red Vans in radio and film adverts.

There is a Little Red Van song which the Trust has on a 78 advertising

record. This song proved so popular that they even published the sheet

music, again featuring Trojan vans on the cover.

The only film use of the Trojan van that we’ve come across is in an early

Brooke Bond advert, ironically in black and white, which features a

Trojan square winged van arriving outside a shop. A chimp then steps out

of a chimp sized Trojan van and proceeds to deliver the tea, before they

switch back to the real van driving away. And yes we would love to find

the chimp sized Trojan van used in the advert, but it was probably just a

wooden mock up which was destroyed after filming.

Dinky and Lesney also produced Brooke Bond livered Trojan vans,

which all helped in the promotion of the vans and the tea.

Brooke Bond was by far the largest customer for Trojan vans, before and

after the war and so are a very important part of Trojan’s history.



A couple of interesting items have come to Trust recently relating to

Trojan bubblecars. Firstly is a photo which appears to show a large

number of bubblecars in a field beside a railway line. The photo was

actually taken of the train in the background, but this fact has resulted in

us being able to pinpoint the field to just below Preston and to give it the

date of late 1961. Preston was the main port for importing Heinkel

bubblecars from Dundalk in Ireland. Trojan took over the right to make

the cars from Dundalk Engineering and bought all the tooling, many

spare parts and around 100 completed cars. The date of this photo suggest

that the field is filled with Trojan Ltd’s Irish made cars. We know that

Trojan gave these cars new chassis numbers, but we don’t know if they

rebadged them as Trojans, or simply sold them off as Heinkel Irelands.

Secondly we received a tiny photo and caption from a 60’s magazine

showing the Trojan convertible bubblecar with the folding roof up. The

only photos we’ve seen before all have the roof down, so this was a good

photo to turn up.



The Above Photo is Labelled

Trojan in Foundry. I believe this

is in fact the Trojan used Around

the Kingston Factory. Thanks to

Tony Etheridge for sending us

this and the Advert to the Left.





I hope that you’ve found this news sheet interesting and do please get in

touch with any Trojan queries or help, we would love to hear from you.

Have a lovely Christmas and a good New Year.

David Hambleton

5 St Johns Close, Fyfield. Oxon. OX13 5LP

01865 390124

david_hambleton@hotmail.com www.trojanmuseumtrust.org


